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Quick access to an information

The following pages will allow you a quick access to the information you want by clicking on the keywords.

You can also chose to read the full guidebook starting page 10



Presentation of the integration process

Création of 
your Mirakl 

Shop

Mangopay
validation

Catalog 
création 

and 
publication

Configuration 
of the logistic

grid

Your shop 
goes live

You can do those steps in the order of your choice. However, the shop won’t be online until all of them are fully done



Creating and publishing the catalog

By form By file

By import By aggregator By API By HTTP/FTP

Definition

Offer and product

Creation of a form

Offer

Product

Updating by form

Offer

Product

Creating a File

Offer

Product

Updating by file

Offer

Product

Monitoring errors

Offer

Product

Here are the different methods to 
create or update your catalog. We
invite you to click on the option you
wish to know more about.

To know more about the different steps on the creation
and the update of your catalog:

You can also have informations on Mapping configuration here.
Moreover, you can find information on the concept of second-hand and/or reconditioned products here and recommendations for setting up your shipping times here.
In addition, we provide you with information on energy labels here and on reparability index here



How to optimize your sales

How to be paid faster

How to set up sales on your shop

Flash sales and how to set them

Sales promotions and discount codes

Deliveries and reviews

The importance of crossed out prices

Pricing and Buybox

Attributes of your product sheets

Description of your product sheets

Visuals of your product sheets

Your catalog

Our business team has prepared advices that will help you optimize your sales:



Shop management

• How to acccess the shop?

• Menu presentation

• Support KPI

• Quality and business KPI

• Temporarily closing your shop

Introduction to the shop

• How to access user management?

• How to manage a user’s accesses?

• How to create new users?

User management

• Where to find the transaction log?

• When are the bank transfers done?

• Where to find your invoices?

• How to change your bank account details?

• How to change your contact details?

• What changed with the VAT reform?

• Where to check all of your Commission rates? Where to check it on an order?

• How to get an invoice for orders made before 12/15/2020

Financial management

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/platform-setting/commission/category


Order life cycle

Customer 
places order

Order
acceptance

The order is
shipped

You have 5 days to accept or 
reject the order

The order is waiting to be
shipped

You have to notify the order as 
shipped in real time and 

specify the tracking
informations.

The customer isn’t
debited yet

The order is
debited,you can now

process it

15 days after the order
has been shipped, it is
available for payment



Order management

• How to accept an order?

• How to ship a product?

• How to ship several orders at the same time?

• How to refund a customer?

• How to contact a customer?

• How to notify a customer about its delivery?

• How to send a customer its invoice?

Managing the order

• On Mirakl:

• What is the deadline to answer a customer?

• What is an incident?

• What is the deadline to provide a solution?

• What is a dispute?

• How to identify an order with an incident or a dispute?

• How to see my shop’s reviews?
For the older orders

• How to access the orders?

• How to contact a customer?

• How to refund a customer

Managing the after-sales service

• What are the observed KPI?

• What are the penalties?

• How to optimise the quality of your shop?

Quality of your shop



Your contacts on Rue Du Commerce

• Service.Marchands@rueducommerce.comFor technical support

• scgm@rueducommerce.com
To adress a problem on an 

order

• marketplace@rueducommerce.comTo adress sales promotions

• Qualite-marketplace@rueducommerce.com
To adress the quality of your

shop

• Galerie.compta@rueducommerce.comTo adress accounting issues

mailto:Service.Marchands@rueducommerce.com
mailto:scgm@rueducommerce.com
mailto:marketplace@rueducommerce.com
mailto:Qualite-marketplace@rueducommerce.com
mailto:Galerie.compta@rueducommerce.com
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Integration of your shop



Creation of your shop



Creation of your shop

Your shop is automatically created once the form is filled.

The informations you will have written will automatically fill the coresponding areas in you Shop. If you hadn’t filled every informations in the form, please
remember to do so afterward in My Account>Settings.

Do not forget to create accounts for your team if necessary and to give them the correct acreditations.
Every user will be able to decide which notifications he wishes to get from Mirakl in his notification preferences. You will find more details on notifiations on page 
61.

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/account/shop
https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/notification/shop/user/config


Mangopay validation



How to fill the informations

Here are the most important information to know to correctly fill your informations in your account.

• Every field marked with a red asterisk is mandatory.

• Be careful to fill the type of legal entity. It determine the kind of documents needed for your validation.

• SOLETRADER is to be chosed if you are self employed.

• If it isn’t your case, then please chose BUSINESS.

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/account/shop


Required documents

Only the documents in the following languages will be accepted:

• French

• English

• German

• Spanish

• Italian

• Portugese

• Dutch

An english translation will be mandatory for the documents in another language.

Country of registration for the 
company SOLETRADER BUSINESS

France

* Copy of an identity document (both sides of an ID card or of a 
passport)
* A business registration dated less than 3 month

* Copy of an identity document (both sides of an ID card or of a passport)
* Last version of the company statutes signed and certified compliant
* Mangopay’s declaration of beneficiaries completed and signed

Other countries

* Copy of an identity document (both sides of an ID card or of a 
passport)
* A business registration certificate

* Copy of an identity document (both sides of an ID card or of a passport)
* A business registration certificate
* Last version of its statutes of association signed and certified compliant
* Déclaration des bénéficiaires Mangopay complétée et signée



UBO

UBO means Ultimate Beneficiary Owner and represent all physical persons holding 25% or more of shares or voting rights of a company. Under the laws against 
money laundering and terrorism financing, we must verify the identity of these users.

• If you are SOLETRADER, you are not subject to the declaration

• If you are BUSINESS, you must fill the declaration in the corresponding fields.



Informations related to the legal representative as well as the UBO 
declaration must not be changed once they are validated. For legal
reasons, any change related to the legal representative submit the profile 
of the shop to a new check of every documents.

Those informations are:

• Name

• First name

• Date of birth

• Nationality

A modification on a validated profile will get it disabled and will generate
a check of all the documents.

If you change on or more of those 4 informations, you will have to 
supress the uploaded documents and upload new ones. They will have to 
be consistent with the modifications with the modifications made that 
day.

The other informations like the mailing adress and the email adress can
be modifed without any approval.

Information modifications



Documents to be uploaded

Remember to upload the mandatory documents at the end of the form. Otherwise, your shop will not be activated!



Creation and publication of the 
catalog



What is a product and an offer

The characteristics of a product:

They are the fundamental components of the 
product. They will stay the same, no matter who sells
the product:

• Name of the product
• Pictures
• Product description
• Attributes (Size, color and so on)
• Product ID, EAN code and so on

The characteristics of the offer:

They are the components that are specific to the 
seller.

- Product condition (new, , refurbished and so on)
- Price
- Quantity
- Delivery methods
- Delivery time



Offer



Managing by form

In My Inventory> add an offer

Search by keyword or EAN for the product you want to sell. Click on “Sell yours”. If the search did not yield any results, click on “create a product”
Products and/or offers will be added one by one. Creating offers by form is only recommended if you have few references.

Enter your selling price, the quantity in stock, the state of the product (these fields are mandatory). You can also enter your SKU (this reference must be unique), a delivery time 
(the time taken to prepare the order), a discounted price (promotional price), etc. 
Finally you can click on “Create offer”. It will then be visible in My Inventory>Offer list

To modify an offer: you can search for the offer by keyword or SKU > click on the title > then modify the information. Click on save at the bottom of the page, to confirm the 
changes.

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/sell/product
https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/sell/product/create
https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/offer


Managing by file

Several methods are available:

Import:
You will import all your files from My Inventory > 
Import from file

Aggregator:

Each aggregator gives you a guidebook on 
how to connect your shop to their system.

They usually ask you to give them your shop 
ID, which is available in My Account > 
Settings

As well as the API key.
You will do most of the settings on their
interface. As soon as the connection is
done, we should receive your feed in the 
Mirakl shop.

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/import
https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/account/shop
https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/user/api


Creation of offers per file & update

In My Inventory> File import.

We suggest you download the matrix by clicking on « Excel template».
On this new page, click on "Generate template", then upload the file.

In this file, you should fill in at least these 6 fields:

To display a crossed-out price on an offer, all you need to do is fill in columns F (price) and N (discount-price).
Complete this file with all the offers you wish to put on sale, then save.

Import it from this page

• File content: Offers
• Import mode: Normal

Update: to update an offer (price, quantity, etc.), you can simply modify your file and import it.

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/import
https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/catalog/template/configure?modelType=PRODUCTS
https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/import


HTTP/FTP:

You can host your import files by HTTP or FTP .

Simple links will allow you to create/update your offers and products (1 link for offers and/or 1 for products). Mirakl will attemps to get the files every hours and, if 
modifications are found, your catalog will be updated.

Do not hesitate to contact us to set ups the settings and test the connector (URL adress, authentication and the like)

API:

You can manage your offers and products by API.
Your API key is available here.

With that dara, your IT should be abble to set up that method.
Mirakl provides you with a documentation here.

You can contact us at Service.Marchands@rueducommerce.com to ask for a test environment.

Creation of offers by API & HTTP/FTP

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/account/import
https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/user/api
https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/help/sellers/topics/Mirakl/mmp/Seller/seller_api/seller_api.html?Highlight=api
mailto:Service.Marchands@rueducommerce.com


Monitoring offer errors

The next 2 pages will give you access to the complete list of error messages. An explanation of the problem and a solution will also be provided for each of them.

If you need further assistance, you can contact our catalog support at service.marchands@rueducommerce.com

More often than not, besides the creation of offers by form or the update of offers in your inventory, an integration report will be generated. You will be able to 
check the smooth functioning and download an error report. The errors are in the last column of the file.

The report is available here for offers.

mailto:service.marchands@rueducommerce.com
https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/offer/import/history


Error Message Description Cause / Solution

The product does not exist In your file, you must indicate the "product-id" and "product-id-type" to match your 
offers with the product.

If you got this error message, it is because no product with this identifier exists in 
Mirakl

• check with the operator to make sure the type of the identifier is correct (it can 
be EAN, ISBN, SKU, SHOP_SKU...) or if the product has been correctly created

• you can use API P31 to check if the product exists with the couple "product-
id|product-id-type“

• You need to create the product

This import type does not allow the use of the 'update-
delete' column

You cannot use the "update-delete" column with the current import mode. Use the "NORMAL" import mode to use the "update-delete" column in your file.

No existing offer to update • You are trying to create an offer and the offer SKU does not match an offer 
existing in Mirakl

• You are trying to create an offer but the "product-id" and/or "product-id-type" 
fields are not entered correctly or do not exist

• Check if the SKU is correct 
• Add the columns "product-id" and "product-id-type" with valid values

The state of the product is unknown The product state you entered does not exist. 
here is the list of existing states at Rue du Commerce:
Neuf – Reconditionné – Occasion 

You must enter the state code, not the label. Check if you properly filled the state 
code and not the label. 
Neuf - code: 11
Reconditionné - code: 10 
Occasion - code: 12

The value of the field "{0}" is not part of the allowed 
values

You are trying to indicate the grade or shipping country of your offer, but the value 
is not known for this field

Grade: great – good – premium

Shipping country ISO code, ex: FRA – DEU – CHN - ITA

The format of field "{0}“ is not correct You are trying to enter characters that do not correspond to a number or you have 
left this field empty

Specify a correct value (number), ex:

• 15€      (false)             | 15    (true)

• 12 months (false)     | 12    (true)

The 'price' field is mandatory The "price" field is not found in the file. This information is mandatory to create an 
offer.

If you have added this field, check if it is properly written.
• Check if the price column exists
• Check if a price is indicated in the price column

The 'sku' field is duplicated in the source file The SKU already exists in the file. You cannot duplicate a SKU in the file.

The SKU must be used only once

The logistic family is unknown The logistic family you entered does not exist. Specify an existing logistic family.
https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/platform-
setting/shipping/charge

This product is not available for sale The operator has temporarily or definitively decided not to sell this product. Check the sale setting of the product.
Ask your contact to know more.



Error Message Description Cause / Solution

The product linked to the new offer is different from 
the product linked to the existing offer

You are trying to change the product linked to an existing offer You must delete the existing offer, wait for the offer-product assignment delay to be over 
(48h), and then recreate the offer on the new product.

Or You can create a new offer with another ID

The product linked to the new offer is different from 
the product linked to an old offer which has the same 
shop id

You are trying to create an offer using the ID of a deleted offer. The 
new offer is linked to a different product than the product the 
deleted offer was linked to.

You can create a new offer with another ID to avoid waiting

There is a waiting period (48h) defined by the operator before you can create the new offer. 

The format of field "discount-end-date" is not correct

OR

The format of field "discount-start-date" is not 
correct

The date format is not correct, the fields concerned can be:

discount-start-date, discount-end-date, available-start-date, 
available-end-date, sales-start-date-1, sales-end-date-1, sales-start-
date-2, sales-end-date-2, sales-start-date-3, sales-end-date-3, sales-
flash-start-date, sales-flash-end-date

• the date format is "yyyy-mm-dd“

2022-01-10 (ok) 
10/05/200  (ko)

The available date range is incorrect

OR

The discount date range is incorrect

You specify a date range, but it is not valid Check if:
• the start date is prior or identical to the end date

ex: 
2022-01-01 to 2022-01-10        (ok) 
2022-01-10 to 2022-01-01        (ko)

The discount price is incorrect: must not be null or 
must be lower than price

You cannot specify a discount price equal or greater than the 
original offer price. 

Check if the discount price is less than the offer price or the discount dates are filled in without 
the discount price.

If you get this message during price update, first check if any discount is still associated to the 
offer.
• if yes and if the promotion is outdated, remove it before updating the price
• if not or if the promotion is still relevant, adjust the price and the discount together

The 'leadtime-to-ship' field has an invalid value. The 
value must be a positive integer and must not exceed 
the limit defined by the operator

The "leadtime-to-ship" field value is incorrect. • change the value of the "leadtime-to-ship" field ( maximum value: 64 days)
• The value must be a number

More info: this is the time you need to prepare the order before shipping. 
More info about global delivery time here: le lien sera dans le guide complet

The 'product-id' field is mandatory when 'product-id-
type' is filled

Types of product-id-type: 
• SHOP_SKU  
• EAN  
• SKU 

The "product-id" and "product-id-type" fields are linked together and cannot be separated.
The "product-id-type" is used to know the type of the product reference you filled in the 
"product-id" field.



Second-hand products

Our marketplace allows you to sell reconditioned or used products.

When you create your offers, you must specify the grade of your products:

Second hand in very good condition = Functional product with some traces of use 
Second hand in good condition = Functional product with strong traces of use 

Reconditioned Premium = The product has been professionally reconditioned 
Reconditioned in very good condition = The product has been professionally reconditioned. Presents some traces of minimal wear and tear, possible micro-scratches. 
Reconditioned in good condition = The product has been professionally reconditioned. Good aesthetic condition with scratches

Please note:

The condition of the product must never be mentioned in the name of the product or in its description. The product sheet must remain neutral, only the offer part can 
allow you to specify the conditions and grades.

Whether the product is reconditioned or used, the legal warranty period is a minimum of 6 months.



Products



Creating the form

In My Inventory> Add an offer

Search by keyword or EAN for the product you wish to sell and if you cannot find it, click on "Create a product".

You will first be asked to select the product category, then the full form 
will be displayed. Fill in at least the mandatory fields (they are indicated 
by an asterisk), but we encourage you to send as much information as 
possible (several images, specific attributes, etc.). 

At the end of the form you will also be asked to create an offer for this 
product. Fill in the necessary fields (Price, Quantity, Condition), then 
validate the form. 

The product will be submitted for validation by our services. The offer will 
be put on hold. It will be added to the product as soon as it has been 
accepted.

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/sell/product
https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/sell/product/create


Mapping configuration

That part is reachable by clicking on My Account > Mapping 
Configuration

If you already have a file with all the mandatory informations:

- Category
- SKU 
- EAN  code
- Title
- Description 
- Brand
- Picture URL

It is then possible to do a mapping of that file in your shop, 
which is adapting its framework so that it is accepted.

The configuration wizard will give you all of the steps to follow, 
but our Support team is available should you need help.

Your original file will probably evolve over time and it will be
necessary to recharge it so that it can map new valors
(categories, brands and so on).

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/catalog/template/configure
https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/catalog/template/configure


Creating a file

On this new page: 
- Select the file template to be uploaded: Products 
- Select the requirement level: All 
- Select the categories (maximum 100 categories) 
- Click on "Generate template". 

You can now upload the template file. Complete this file with all the 
products you wish to create and save. 

Import the file in My Inventory > Import from File content: Products 
Check the integration report in Product import tracking.

In My Inventory > Import by file > Excel template

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/import
https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/catalog/template/configure?modelType=PRODUCTS


Product update

Whether by form or by file, in order to transmit these modifications to the product files on Rue du Commerce, 
it will be necessary to contact service.marchands@rueducommerce.com

Tell us if it is a question of a few products (by sending us the EAN) or if it is the whole catalogue.
We will schedule an update of the products within 24 hours.

You can view the products you have created in My Inventary > My 
Catalog

Search for the product by keyword or EAN, click on the product to 
view it. Click on "Edit" to start making changes, then save to update 
the product.

If you are working with a file, it is easier to make the changes in the 
file. You can then see in this interface that the products have been 
modified.

mailto:service.marchands@rueducommerce.com


E-merchandising: Optimization of product sheets and sales optimization

In order to optimize your sales and customer experience on Rue du Commerce, we would like to share with you the best practices to adopt when creating a product. 
You will find in the following slides, the information explaining the construction of a product sheet, and the indications to follow so that it is complete and ideal in the eyes of our 
customers. 

What are the advantages when a product sheet is correctly filled in? 

• Visibility
When all the mandatory and optional characteristics of a product sheet are indicated, accompanied by a structured and detailed description, the product sheet optimizes its ranking 
in the results of a customer search, including in a search using the sorting filter. 

• Customer Experience
A customer consulting a complete product sheet will be more reassured and confident in his purchasing process. 

• Customer service
Product returns will be reduced. A customer who knows what he is buying and who is informed about the characteristics of his product, is a customer who will not call your customer 
service for a possible return. 
The number of incidents that your customer service must manage will decrease, as well as your incident rate at Rue du Commerce. 

• Sales optimization
A detailed product sheet is a reassuring element on the product, which decreases the obstacles that a customer may encounter in his buying process. 



All the products that you create or update are moderated by the Rue du Commerce merchant service. 
The purpose of this service is to validate or refuse temporarily or permanently the new products that arrive on the marketplace.

Final refusal
Grounds for refusal explanation of refusal Resolution

Product disabled on the 
marketplace

The product is disabled on the marketplace because it is a source of technical conflicts Re-create the product with the official EAN

Category does not exist
You have associated your product to a non-existent category because this type of product is 
not eligible for sale on Rue du Commerce. See at the bottom of the page: What product 
categories are not eligible for sale?*

None

Product forbidden to be 
sold

The product you wish to sell is prohibited in France None

Defect of intellectual
property

You do not have resale rights, or you have used protected images
Contact the brand corresponding to your product to obtain the rights. You will need to 
provide us with proof of authorization for exploitation or resale. 

Offensive or 
discriminatory product

You have created a product contrary to the values of Rue du Commerce None

Unofficial EAN The EAN you have indicated is not official Please contact the brand to obtain an official EAN and recreate the product

Which product categories are not eligible for sale on Rue du Commerce ?

- Household linen
- Fashion/clothing
- Art of the table 
- Cultural products CD / Books /DVD etc.

Rules of invalidity of products



Temporary refusal
Grounds for refusal explanation of refusal Resolution

Image quality

- The imported images are not of good quality and/or do not match the product 
description/EAN. 
- Blurred images, too small, wide borders, amateur photo, presence of a logo or 
warranty/delivery information or other, the image is a logo.

Get in touch with your product brand or supplier to get a quality image for your product. 

Lack of attribute values Mandatory attribute values are missing. 

The yellow notification on your product page indicates which value is missing. Edit and add a 
value to solve this problem.

Description in a foreign 
language

Your description or title is in a foreign language Descriptions and titles must be in French. 

Lack of visual You have not imported any product images Import an image corresponding to the product

The brand is mandatory You did not indicate a brand, the brand indicated does not correspond to the product
Specify a valid trademark. If the brand is not available in the list, contact the merchant service 
to have it created. service.marchand@rueducommerce.com

The long description is 
empty

The long description is empty or provides very little information about the product Please provide a long detailed description, allowing a good understanding of the product

Presence of the brand in 
the product title

You have indicated the brand in the title (short name)
Remove the brand from the title. It is not necessary to indicate the brand in the title, because 
it is indicated in the "brand" field when the product is created. 

Title not explicit
Your title is too short or too long or you indicate terms related to a warranty, product 
grade, delivery, etc. 

Include the model number + product type + relevant terms. We recommend a title of about 
40 characters

The product is not in the 
right category

The category you have associated to your product is not the right one
You must associate the right category when you create your product. Otherwise, the 
product will be automatically rejected and lost. 

EAN missing on the product You have not indicated an EAN Indicate a valid and official EAN. 

Incomplete description The entire description of your product sheet is incomplete Please check your entire product file and complete the yellow notifications

Non-compliance with
regulations

You have created a product that is subject to a specific regulation requiring certain 
information: SAR, reparability index. 

Please indicate in the SAR and reparability index fields the information corresponding to the 
product

Rules of invalidity of products



0. 
No need to indicate the brand in your title, 
it will be automatically indicated after the creation of the product0 1 2 3

1. 
Indicate the model number. This will help customers to make their 
purchases.

2. 
Indicate the type of product to optimize the results of a search.

3. 
You can indicate relevant terms (no more than 4) to optimize the 
title, such as: color, dimension, specific functionality, etc.

Short designation (title)

Short designation (title)

Images

The images should be large and sharp enough so that customers can 
easily visualize the products and that they do not represent a 
hindrance in the purchasing process.

Images representing the product from all angles are recommended. 
Give preference to ambient images for products of the home 
universe. 

What Rue du Commerce expects on image formats:
JPEG - PNG - GIF
Maximum size : 1600 x 1600 
Minimum size : 800 x 800
Maximum file size : 10240ko (important) 

Please note: a quality title should not contain more than 255
characters. Do not indicate the product's condition grade, energy 
class or information that may change over time

Note: if you work with FlixMedia - 1worldwync - Cnet for the creation of your digital 
content, you can authorize them to broadcast your rich content on your product sheets.



Long description of the product

1. Product presentation
You can present your product or indicate the presentation of the
product made by the brand.

2. Presentation of the technologies
In this part the technologies are indicated and presented: 4k X-
Reality PRO, Triluminos PRO. Other technologies that could have
been presented for a television: Dolby Atmos & Vision, Ambilight,
HDR 10, Nano Led etc.

3. Product features
Even if the characteristics are indicated in the data sheet, it is
important to state them all in the long description.
Indeed, it is possible for a product that some fields allowing to
indicate a specific characteristic do not exist. This characteristic will
not appear in the technical sheet, but will be visible in the
description if you have indicated it.

Note: when creating your product, it is possible to include HTML and CSS 
language as well as to integrate images and videos in your long description. 

Please note: the description is limited to 60,000 characters. Do 
not indicate the product's condition grade, energy class or 
information that may change over time

The long description must be different from the short 
description. Otherwise, the product description will be invalid.



Product characteristics (data sheet)

Indicating the characteristics of a product 
has several advantages: 

- Optimize the search filter and its results 
- Optimize the search result (search bar)
- Reassure a customer before/after sale
- Optimize your sales
- Reduce the risk of product returns

Search filter

Note: 

Indicating optional features during the creation of a product, will increase its visibility and improve its 
ranking in the search results, when a customer uses the sorting filters. 

To reassure your customer on his purchase you 
can indicate in the product characteristics, the 
link leading to the manual or the manufacturer's 
sheet of the product. 



Energy label

Since March 1, 2021, for better readability, the energy labels for home 
equipment have been revised. The A+, A++ and A+++ classes disappeared 
in favor of a scale from A to G.

The European Union has revised the classification of 5 categories of 
products:
- Refrigerators, freezers and wine storage devices
- Dishwashers
- Washing machines and washer-dryers
- Televisions and screens
- Bulbs and LEDs

More information Here.

The energy class should not be mentioned in the
title of the product or in its description (short and
long).

To indicate the energy class, you must fill in the
following fields in the creating products

A pictogram will automatically appear on the
product sheet as well as in the product data sheet:

https://librairie.ademe.fr/cadic/4876/fiche-etiquette-energie-equipement-maison.pdf?modal=false
https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/sell/product/create


Reparability index

Since January 1, 2021, the Ministry of Ecological
Transition has implemented the reparability index. It
is a note on 10 mandatory to appear on products at
the time of purchase. This note is assigned by the
manufacturer of the device based on predefined
criteria.

The product categories involved are:
- Electric lawnmowers
- Laptops
- Washing machines
- TVs 
- Smartphones

More information Here

You must fill it in this field when creating the product
Creating the product

https://www.indicereparabilite.fr/
https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/sell/product/create


Specific Absorption Rate (SAR)

In accordance with Article 1 of Decree No. 2010-1207 of October 12, 2010 on the display of the specific absorption rate of radio equipment, you must fill 

in the SAR limb and trunk in addition to the SAR head, on your product information.

Since March 1st, no new product can be created on the Smartphone and Tablet categories without these 3 fields being filled.



Monitoring product errors

When you import a product file into Mirakl, if there are any errors, several reports can be downloaded to identify and correct your errors. It is important to check 
these reports to ensure that all your products go live: 

Transformation error report: when transformation fails and products do not follow the guidelines => "Download transformation error report 
• Examples of errors :

- 2019|The attribute 'ean13' (EAN 13) must be a valid product reference: EAN-13
- 1000|The attribute 'arrangement_number' (Nombre de rangements) is required

• Integration error report: means that the integration has failed, i.e. products are rejected by us => "Download integration error report" They require a new 
action from you. 

Examples of errors : 
- MCM_BAD_CATEGORY|Le produit n'est pas rangé dans la bonne catégorie
- MCM-05000|The 'short_description' attribute is required.,MCM-05000|The 'full_description' attribute is required.

• The added products report concerns the products published by us. 

More often than not, besides the creation of offers by form or the update of offers in your inventory, an integration report will be generated. You will be able to 
check the smooth functioning and download an error report. The errors are in the last column of the file.

The report is available here for offers.

1

1

2

2

3

3

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/offer/import/history


Configuring the logistics grid



Logistics grid

The configuration of the logistics grid is a critical step to the publication of your offers.

No offer without shipping method can be published on Rue Du Commerce, you will always get an error message.

2 delivery zones are available:
- France (Mailand only)
- Corse (Corsica)

Zones can be enabled and disabled by clicking on the rightmost box in the row. Clicking on the zone gives you access to the list of delivery methods and logistic classes in order
to determine which ones are desired. Please note however that activating a previously inactive delivery zone (for instance Corsica) activates all delivery methods by default. It is
therefore imperative to check that only the desired methods are active.

Clicking on « Edit shipping charges » allows you to determine the amounts charged for each method and logistic classes.
More details are available next page.

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/account/shipping


As soon as an offer is associated to a logistic class, you will have to activate a shipping method for that class.

Each method has its own delivery time. Here are the main ones: 

- Livraison standard à domicile (standard delivery at home) : 3 days
- Livraison express (express delivery) : 1 day
- Livraison point relais (pickup point delivery): 3 days
- Livraison transporteur pied d'immeuble (delivery in front of the building) : 4 days
- Livraison transporteur dans la pièce (delivery in the customer’s room) : 4 days

Those delivery times are configured in calendar days.

Important : We add that time to the time to ship (associated to the offer) to give our customers an estimated date of delivery.

Every product classification is associated to a class (For instance, Smartphones are associated to Class B)

As such, 2 methods are available to configure your logistics grid:

- Creating offers and configure only the concerned classes.

To easily identify the concerned classes, you can do an export of your inventory in My Inventory > Offer list.
The « Logistic class » column will provide you with a code. The first letter of that code is the name of the classe (for instance, AQW1 for classe A).

- Configuring your method and shipping costs in the logistic grid and associating your offers to each class.
That can be either when creating offers (by form or file) or when updating them.

Important : By CSV or XML files, you will have to send the class code in the Logistic-class field.
These fields are available on that page. 

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/platform-setting/shipping/charge


Configuring shipping and delivery times



Setting up your shipping times properly
The product description gives the customer an estimated delivery date:

To calculate this date, Rue Du Commerce relies on 3 datas:

• Lead time to ship: You must set the number of working days required to ship the package for each offer.

• Delivery time: Rueducommerce sets a delivery time for each delivery method. However, it is important to check that the methods you have chosen for your shop are the most 
coherent in terms of designation and time.

• Shipping country: the delivery time linked to each delivery method depends on the shipping country specified for the product. 

This date has an impact on your acquisition of the Buybox, so it is important to choose consistent deadlines and not to deliberately leave yourself too much of a safety margin.



Delivery date: How RDC recalculates it

Date of order
Preparation and 
shipping of the 

package
Delivery time Delivery

Calculated using the Lead Time to ship 
that you have set for the offer. This time 

is calculated by deducting the 1st 
weekend and public holidays

Calculated using the delivery 
method time (programmed by 
RDC) and the shipping country 

(programmed by you). This period 
runs from Monday to Saturday, 

excluding public holidays.

Special cases:

1. If you do not enter a shipping time, Mirakl will 
automatically enter a value of 2.

2. If you enter a shipping time of 0, Mirakl will 
automatically enter a value of 1.

RDC adds 2 days to the resulting 
date to create a range of delivery 
dates. It runs from Monday to 
Saturday excluding public 
holidays.

Delivery methods
1. Livraison express à domicile
2. Livraison standard à 

domicile
3. Livraison transporteur 

express
4. Livraison transporteur pied 

d’immeuble
5. Livraison transporteur

From Europe
1. 1D
2. 3D
3. 2D
4. 4D

5. 7D

From Asia
1. 7D

2. 12D
3. 12D
4. 12D

5. 12D



Delivery date: Examples

Order placed on April 3rd , 2023
Shipping time = 2 days
Delivery method = Livraison express à domicile

Declared shipping 
area 04/03/2023 04/04/2023 04/05/2023 04/06/2023 04/07/2023 04/08/2023 04/09/2023 04/10/2023 04/11/2023 04/12/2023 04/13/2023

Europe Order Preparation Shipping Delivery

Asia Order Preparation Shipping Transport Transport Transport Transport Transport Transport Delivery

Order placed on April 3rd , 2023

Shipping time = 2 days

Delivery method = Livraison standard à domicile

Zone d'expédition 
déclarée 04/03/2023 04/04/2023 04/05/2023 04/06/2023 04/07/2023

04/08/2023
04/09/2023 04/10/2023 04/11/2023 04/12/2023 04/13/2023 04/14/2023 04/15/2023 04/16/2023 04/17/2023 04/18/2023 04/19/2023

Europe Order Preparation Shipping Transport Transport Delivery

Asie
Order

Preparation Shipping Transport Transport Transport Transport Transport Transport Transport Transport Transport Transport Transport Delivery

Please note: The country of shipment indicated in the offer has priority over the country of shipment of the shop. It will therefore be possible to differentiate between the 

stock you have in Europe and the stock you have in Asia.



Competitive intelligence



Manually monitor your competitors’ offers

When creating an offer, Mirakl gives you the possibility to check your positioning compared to that of your competitors:



Monitoring your competitors’ offers via API

Mirakl’s API P11 allows you to easily obtain the details of your competitors’ offers for a given EAN. You can get more informations on that subjet in that 
article from the Mirakl Helpdesk.

That will give you an XML file with the following informations for 
every sellers on that product:

• Price : discounted prices, discount period
• Shipping method and shipping price
• Description 
• Delivery time
• Product stat 
• Shop name
• Stock

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/help/api-doc/seller/mmp.html#P11
https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/help/api-doc/seller/mmp.html#P11


Sales and commercial 
animation



Our core business categories

Computers
& tablets

Furniture & Decoration Garden & DIY

Refurbished

Smart home Smartphones TV & Video Audio

Small & Major
domestic appliances

Fitness (digital)

PhotoComponents
& Gaming



Your catalog

➢ To sell on our markteplace, you need to have a catalog with a 
good range to answer the needs of as much customers as 
possible.

➢ The more offers you have, the better yours chances to sell.

➢ For that, it is paramount to categorize your offers in the right 
category with the right price and disponibility.

➢ The more your catalog will be well referenced, the more ours 
customers will find your products.

➢ As such, you need to match your your products classification 
to our arborescence.



➢ To make it on a marketplace, it is important to have a wide catalog with at 
least 50 products to attract as much customers as possible.

➢ It is also important to have quality product sheets to get in the search engine
(Product sheet, HD pictures and mostly good content).

➢ Here are some advices regarding the pictures:

➢ Several pictures from different angles.

➢ If possible, they should be with a white background / cut out. 

➢ Showing the contents of the package / the accessories

➢ A video can be a plus

Visuals of your product sheets



➢ Have a layout / form for more readable and pleasant content                                                                        

➢ Watch out for bad translations, repetitions and copy/paste errors

➢ Include visuals to energize the content

➢ A content written in french without spelling mistakes

Descriptions of your product sheets



When creating a new offer, you must fill the mandatory
attributes. It is advised to fill in the other attributes on Mirakl to
improve customer, particularly through the various filters.

Attributes of your product sheets



➢ Your princing is an essential element for your sales. The price is
the primary motivation of the online shopper. ( Source : Etude
BVA )

➢ Beside your delivery time, the more relevant your pricing, the
more likely you are to have the add to cart button in your favor.

➢ During a search, it is the seller with the most relevant offer
regarding those 2 criteria who will be in the best position to sell
to the customer.

Methods to optimise your pricing are provided page 43 and 44.

* The buybox is managed by an algorithm which weights these different criterias
but not only. The allocation formula is not known to our departments for more
equity between sellers.

Pricing and Buybox*



The sales price is the main purchasing criterion of our customers. We therefore 
recommend that you adopt the most attractive pricing strategy possible in relation to 
your competitors.

We offer you the solution of crossed-out prices, here's how it will work: 

➢ The crossed out price will be present as well as the current price

➢ A sticker will automatically be displayed indicating the difference between the 2
prices.

➢ Following the latest amendments to the French Consumer Code (article L.121-1),
pricing regulations changed on May 28th 2022. The reference price is now the
lowest price charged during the last 30 days prior to the application of the price
reduction. As an exception, in the event of successive price reductions during a
given period, the previous price is the one charged before the first price reduction
was applied. It is up to the Merchant Partners of the marketplace to take account
of these latest legal regulations when setting the reference prices. RUE DU
COMMERCE informs the Merchant Partners of the marketplace that it does not
store the prices charged by the merchants and that it cannot automatically cut off
offers in the event of abusive promotions. RUE DU COMMERCE cannot under any
circumstances be held responsible for the failure of vendors to comply with their
legal obligations. In the event of non-compliance with these regulations, Rue du
Commerce reserves the right to take all necessary measures, such as the
suspension of offers or the suspension of seller accounts.

The importance of crossed out prices



➢ Price isn’t everything. Services are as important to gain customer loyalty and
reassure him regarding its next sells.

➢ Customers are more interested in free deliveries as well as the delivery time.

➢ 75 % of online shoppers check shipping costs before considering buying
(Source : JDN)

➢ It is of the outmost importance to correctly configure your shipping times
according to the type of product and delivery method (standard or express).

➢ It is important to respect those deadlines in order to create trust within the
customer and assure yourself good reviews.

➢ Customer reviews are very umportant at Rue Du Commerce and clearly
influence the pucharsing decision of e-consumers. The idea is therefore to
offer an optimal customer experience (delivery, customer service, stocks and
so on) which will impact your rating and your sales on our platform.

➢ Reading customer reviews is a primordial information source for 38% of the
consumers. 88% of french consumers consults online reviews before buying (
Source : étude trustpilot)

Deliveries and reviews



➢ To boost your sales, Rue du Commerce regularly sets up global or targeted
sales operations via promotional codes displayed directly on your product
page, which allow you to offer promotions by taking advantage of the site's
animation levers.

➢ These promotional codes are 100% financed by the merchant and set up by
our teams, the merchant does not have to make any manipulations in his flows.
All that is required is to formalise the participation by signing a contract for the
operation or by writing us an agreement email from a decision maker.

Sales promotions



Sales promotions : Promotional codes➔Modus Operandi

➢ As a reminder, all the parameters of the operation are taken care of by Rue du Commerce, so the merchant (seller)
does not have to make any manipulations in his flows.

➢ If you wish to participate in the operation, the merchant (seller) will receive by e-mail a contract allowing you to take
note of the conditions of the promotional event.

➢ You have the possibility to choose different discounts for your promotional codes, 100% financed by yourself or 
partially financed* by Rue du Commerce * subject to negotiation with your Merchant Manager: 
➔ -5% / -10% / -15% / -20% / -25%

➢ These promotional codes can be applied to your entire catalogue or just a part of it.

➔ It is up to you to choose what you want to do and to include it in your contract.
➢ Example 1: It is possible to apply the code only to one product

➢ Example 2: It is possible to apply the code only on Computers except for Apple Computers

➢ The promotional codes are applied to the prices including VAT of your chosen products for the Operation and do not
affect the shipping costs.

➢ To finalise your participation, you must return the duly completed and signed contract before the deadline indicated
in the e-mail announcing the operation to the following general address: marketplace@rueducommerce.com or to
your usual Merchant Manager

mailto:marketplace@rueducommerce.com


In the contract, you will need to fill in your 
company's details in the box on the front 
page

Choose your promotional code on the second page

Then sign at the end of the 
contract

Dates to be filled in

Sales promotions : Promotional codes➔Modus Operandi



➢ Flash sales will allow you to boost your sales. You can set
them from your Mirakl Back office. Visitors are very fond of
those promotions that are limited in time.

➢ The bargains and the flash sales categories are the most
visited of our website.

➢ You can configure your flash sales directly on your offer on
Mirakl (72h at the most)

Flash sales



Flash sells➔ How to make the settings?

A) Manually: Set up Flash Sales directly in Mirakl from the list of offers in 
the "Additional Information" tab by entering your product. 



Fill in the pink columns 
and the Flash Sales 

columns

Generate a 
template

Download a sample 
offer file in Excel 

format

Click on My
Inventory and then

Import from file1

2

3

4

Flash sells➔ How to make the settings?

B) In mass: Setting up Flash 
Sales by importing a file into 
your Mirakl account



➢ Find twice a year the Sales which take place on RueDuCommerce at
the beginning of the year (January-February) and in the middle of the
year (June-July): they are framed by prefectural decrees with dates
fixed and starting times by the government with particular conditions
to respect (see next page).

➢ You have the possibility to join by setting all or part of your catalogue
so that your offers are flagged "Sale".

Sales



➔ Which products can be sold?

➢ Products offered for sale and paid for more than 30 days ago

Payment can be deferred as long as the invoice is issued at least 30 days before the start of the sales.

➢ Products marketed 30 days before the sales

It is forbidden to replenish the stock during the sales. Products put into stock during the sale may never be sold during the period, even after one month of sale.

Following the latest amendments to the French Consumer Code (article L.121-1), pricing regulations changed on May 28th 2022. The reference price is now the lowest
price charged during the last 30 days prior to the application of the price reduction. As an exception, in the event of successive price reductions during a given period,
the previous price is the one charged before the first price reduction was applied. It is up to the Merchant Partners of the marketplace to take account of these latest
legal regulations when setting the reference prices. RUE DU COMMERCE informs the Merchant Partners of the marketplace that it does not store the prices charged by
the merchants and that it cannot automatically cut off offers in the event of abusive promotions. RUE DU COMMERCE cannot under any circumstances be held responsible
for the failure of vendors to comply with their legal obligations. In the event of non-compliance with these regulations, Rue du Commerce reserves the right to take all
necessary measures, such as the suspension of offers or the suspension of seller accounts.

➔ When to fill in your sales?

➢ As soon as you are able to add them to the catalogue, please let us know so that we can make sure that everything is correct and that the sold out offers can be online
as soon as they open.

The inclusion of sales does not result in an immediate increase in the discounted price. The launch date will be programmed by Rue Du Commerce and will be
communicated to you as soon as the prefectoral decree has determined it.

➔ To be noted

➢ Make sure that flash promotions/sales such as offers included in an End Of Month operations do not conflict with sales.

➢ If you set up sales in your feeds and you participate in our commercial operation, the code will be applied to the price already sold. Please take this into account in
your settings.

➢ Reference prices take into account all recent promotions, flash sales and private sales, at least in the last 30days.

Sales ➔ Conditions to be respected



Sales ➔ How do I make the settings?

A) Manually: setting up sales directly in Mirakl from the list of offers 
in the "Additional information" tab

Please note that the start and end dates are mandatory

N.B. : 3 markdowns are possible but be careful with the dates and 
prices which must be consistent 
Example: 1st markdown: 100€ from 01/12 to 01/19

2nd markdown: 80€ from 01/20 to 01/26
3rd markdown: 60€ from 01/27 to 02/08

En Temps 2)

En Temps 3)



Fill in the pink 
columns and the 

Flash Sales columns

Generate a 
template

Download a sample 
offer file in Excel 

format

Click on My 
Inventory then 

Importf from File1

2

3

4

Sales➔ How do I make the settings?

Please note: the start and end dates are mandatory
N.B.: the expected format in CSV/XML is YYYY-MM-DD (e.g. 2022-01-12)

B) In mass: setting up sales by importing files from your Mirakl 
account



Sales ➔ How do I make the settings?

General Recommendations:

Make sure you always send consistent information, for instance:
- Discounted price should not be equal to or higher than your selling price
- Do not reverse the start and end dates
- If you have several markdowns, do not send the same dates for each one: they must follow each other

If you work with an integrator, configuration will have to be done from their interface, we recommend you to 
consult their documentation.
In addition, some offer a configuration wizard to save you time.

In any case, if you encounter any difficulties or if you wish to check the correct settings, please do not hesitate to 
contact our technical department: service.marchands@rueducommerce.com

mailto:service.marchands@rueducommerce.com


• Allows you to collect your payments faster and thus allows you to restock your Best Sellers faster in order to exceed your sales objectives on Rue 
du Commerce!

• To help you with this, Rue du Commerce has teamed up with C2 Capital: you will be able to collect payment for your orders in one day, after they 
have been shipped, without waiting for the usual deadlines.

• The promise is simple: Ship today, get paid tomorrow!

This allows you to:

• Buy back inventory more quickly from your suppliers

• Expand your product lines

• Reduce stock-outs

• Accelerate your sales

For instance, sellers who have subscribed to the C2 Capital offer achieve an average growth of +128% in the first 4 months.

• For the launch of this partnership, C2 Capital and Rue du Commerce are offering you 3 months of free subscriptions: a discount of €597 excluding 
VAT!

➔ Find the Powerpoint presentation by clicking here

New : Payment within 24 hours

https://t.sidekickopen07.com/s3t/c/5/f18dQhb0S7kF8cW0yyW1qmz_G59hl3kW7_k2841CXdp3MPw-j_s1bTtW2bzNN242YMKQ101?te=W3R5hFj4cm2zwW3R5HxG1JCh31W2Frtq22zw-kF0&si=8000000002300874&pi=d24fcd0f-840b-41f9-8d44-760d60ed5b7c


To start getting paid on D+1 : 

• Step 1: Check your eligibility in 2 minutes by clicking here

• Step 2: You will be contacted within 24 hours to discuss and obtain all the information

• Step 3 : Create your C2 Capital account and start collecting payments every day

For more information, schedule a phone appointment now at a time that suits you by 
clicking here

New : Payment within 24 hours

https://share.hsforms.com/1Z1wt_CiDR5yxMaRcMIVEIQ3zypp
https://meetings.hubspot.com/arnaud38
https://meetings.hubspot.com/arnaud38


New: Automated product creation service

• As you know, creating your products on the Marketplace can sometimes be tedious (categorisation, attribute mapping, information on characteristic values, 

description layout, etc.), especially if French is not the language of your catalogue.

• To help you with this, Rue du Commerce has teamed up with Silverback, an automated product creation solution.

• The automated creation of your products by Silverback relieves you of this time-consuming task and allows you to distribute your entire catalogue on our 

Marketplace in a qualitative and economical way.

• Get a free 30-day trial and a special discount by visiting the following link: https://seller.silverback.ai/?language=fr&platform=rueducommerce

Basic

50 product
listings 

monthly

€59 / month

€49 / month

Advanced

100 product
listings 

monthly

€119 / month

€99 / month

Pro

250 product
listings 

monthly

€299 / month

€239 / month

Premium

500 product
listings 

monthly

€599 / month

€479 / month

Monthly package

Annual package

https://seller.silverback.ai/?language=fr&platform=rueducommerce


Shop management



Shop presentation



Shop presentation

The home page of your shop gives you an instant access to many useful informations that will help you in the daily management of your shop. The next pages will give you
more details about them.

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop


Menus

Gives you access to 
the orders. Several
filters are available: 
orders to be
shipped, disputes 
and so on.

Allow your to 
manage your
catalog

Gives you
access to the 
customers
complaints.

Gives you access
to the 
transaction 
history, the 
mapping
configuration, 
the user 
management 
and the shop’s
settings.

Gives you
access to the 
management 
of shipping 
costs, 
commission 
rate, 
subscription
and so on.

Gives you
access to the 
Mirakl help 
portal



Support KPI

Number of 
unread emails 
on your inbox

Number of 
orders to be

shipped and/or 
in incident. That 

tab will also
specify if the 

orders are late.

Your current balance 
(pending, payable, 

paid) and the date for 
the next payment

Each of these tabs will also give you shortcuts to the concerned sections (inbox, orders and so on).

That second part of the homepage gives you quick access to the important informations for your support team:

Business 
informations and 
the top products

for the time 
period



Quality and business KPI

That third part allows you to follow on the period of your choice:

The platform rules that
might automatically

suspend your shop and 
your current rate for 

those indicators.

Your current rating for all 
of the quality indicators

monitored on Mirakl



Temporarily closing your shop

To temporarily close your shop, you need to clicking on My account > Settings

You then need to go to « closed » and put a starting date and a finishing date:

Careful though, closing your shop will prevent new orders
from being sent to you but the customers from previous
orders will still be able to contact you.

Your customer service must therefore remain active during
the period. 

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/account/shop


User management



User management

You can manage your users at all time by clicking on My account > User Management.

That will allow you to:

• Update existing users access rights

• Create new users

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/setting/user/shop


Managing existing users

That part will allow your to access your user list and their access rights. You can change these rights at all time by checking or unchecking the boxes and saving.

Shop Administration : Access to Dashboard Statistics, access to the Settings, Information, and User Management menus, capability to call Shop API.

Gestion de l'inventaire : Access to Inventory dashboard, management and messages, and Mapping Configuration.

Administration des ventes : Access to Message, Order and Revenue Dashboards, and Order Management.

Comptabilité : Access to Statements and Transaction History.

Support : Access to Message and Order dashboards, plus read-only access to Orders (capability to upload documents on orders) and read-write access to Messages.

Each user will be able to configure the notifcations he wishes to receive (new order, message, import errors and so on) by clicking on its user name on the upper right part of the 
page.



Creating new users

Clicking on « Add a shop user » will lead you to that page. There, you will be able to configure:

• The user’s email adress

• Its password

• Its language

• Its user rights

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/setting/user/shop/create


Notifications

Mirakl automatically sends notifications by emails regarding different event. For instance:

- You have a new order
- A customer sent you a complaint
- Your deadline to accept an order is nearing
- An order is going to be late.
- An incident has be opened.
- The stock import has an error
- The shop has been suspended

And lots of other useful informations. Each user can configure its needs by clicking on its ID on the upper right side of the page.

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/notification/shop/user/config


Financial management



Transaction history

The homepage allows you to instantly know what what is you current balance:

• Payable = The amount that will be paid at the next transaction.

• Pending= The amount that does not yet meet the payment criterias

The transaction history button will redirect you to the appropriate section. It is also reachable by clicking on My Account > 
Transaction history.

That section is a full history of every transaction done on your shop with an order level details

You can do a search by order, document number or payment reference and do exports.

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/sellerpayment/shop/transaction


Bank transfers and statements

Bank transferts are done 3 times a month at fixed dates:

• 1st day of the month

• 11th day of the month

• 21st day of the month

To meet the payment criterias, an order must:

1. Have been shipped for 15 days

2. Have tracking informations (when the carrier permits it)

Once a bank transfer is done, the statements will be uploaded in My Account > My 
statements.

To make sure that payment can be realized in the best possible situation, please
remember to upload an official bank identification statement on your shop:

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/sellerpayment/shop/accounting-document/finalized
https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/account/shop


Changing bank account details

To update your bank account details, you must click on My Account > Settings

Changing your bank account details will instantly suspend your payments until your
new informations are checked by our accounting department.

Be careful though, our accounting department will still need an official bank
identification statement.

As such you must send it at the same time to galerie.compta@rueducommerce.com
and upload it on the list of documents on your shop:

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/account/bank
mailto:galerie.compta@rueducommerce.com
https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/account/shop


Changing your contact details

To change your contact details, you will need to click on My Account > Settings

All modification must mandatorily be notified to our
accounting departement on 
galerie.compta@rueducommerce.com

Important:

Changing your
contact 
informations 
can have 
consequences
on the running 
of your shop

The fields to be modified Impact Comment

bank identification statement or contact 
adress

No change of store. Payments suspended until checks are done by our
accounting department.

Changing company (new company name) Creation of a new shop and closure of the old
one.

The General Terms and Conditions must be
accepted again.

You can wait until the new product feed is in place on 
the new company before closing the initial one. That 
way there won’t be any cut-off from the online catalog.

Modification of the company statutes No change of store. no

Changing the manager No change of store. no

Changing the name of the shop No change of store. Mandatory: Warn our accounting department

Changing the legal representative’s
informations (First nam, last name, 
birthday, country)

No change of store.

KYC invalidation, payments suspended

Mandatory: Warn our accounting department

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/account/information
mailto:galerie.compta@rueducommerce.com


VAT management

The 07/01/2021 new regulation changed the way VAT is collected in the E-Commerce. Marketplaces are now charged to collect the VAT for the seller in 2 cases:

➢ The seller has its headquarter in the European Union and ships from outside of the EU.
➢ The seller has its headquarter outside of the European Union, wether or not they ships from the EU.

It is mandatory to specify your shipping country in the settings of your shop and it can also be specified in each offer. While integrating the order, Mirakl will privilege
the country specified on the offer if there is one, and will use that of the shop if there is none. You can still change the shipping country on the order until you accept
it. The table bellow will give you more informations:

Should you want to automate your processing, you may find the following APIs 
useful:

OF01 : add the country of dispatch to the offer if necessary

OR11 : Collection of the order with the country of dispatch and the VAT 

information.

OR07 : Update the country of dispatch on the order if necessary



VAT management

Please note that VAT will be collected on the products as well as on the shipping costs.

The amount collected will be declared by Rue du Commerce at the import-one-stop-shop (IOSS). To allow customs clearance, you will need to provide the Rue du 

Commerce IOSS registration number on your customs declaration.

This number is IM2500000794

NB: It can only be used for transactions facilitated by Rue du Commerce and validly covered by a contract between the merchant and Rue du Commerce. In the event 

of misuse of this number, Rue du Commerce reserves the right to take the necessary actions with the competent authorities.

In case of shipment from outside the EU zone, you must indicate the IOSS number (IM2500000794 ) and the VAT number (FR26422797720) on the package.

Please note that if the value of the order exceeds 150€, it may be subject to possible customs duties.

Please note that if your headquarters and shipping country are in Europe, it is mandatory to fill in your intra-community VAT number. If you do not fill in this 

information, Mirakl will systematically deduct VAT from the commission.

In case of VAT collection by Rue du Commerce, it will be deducted from your payments in the same way as the commission.

You can also access reports on the VAT collected over a period of your choice by clicking on My account>Tax Reports

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/tax-report


VAT management

Every order will state who collected the VAT (Rue Du Commerce or 
the seller) and its amount:

Details of output VAT by order will also be available in the Transaction History exports

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/sellerpayment/shop/transaction?limit=25&searchType=DOCUMENT_NUMBER


Export a commission grid

In the Mirakl menu bar head to the Platform Data tab, then click on Commission.
In the upper right corner click on Export Grid, then fill in the requested fields. 

Select the rules you want to export from the drop-down list:

• Category
• Product
• All

The commission grid is exported to a CSV file.

You can export commission grids to help you with the following:

• Audits
• Data analysis: you can simulate changes to analyze their impact on GMV and commission amounts
• Fee anticipation
• Pricing strategies: Sellers can adjust their prices based on commissions

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/platform-setting/commission/category


Order management and 
customer relationship



Order management on Mirakl



Order life cycle

The customer
orders

Order
acceptance

The order is
shipped

You have 5 days to accept or 
refuse the order

The order is waiting to be
shipped

You have to notify the order as 
shipped in real time and 

specify the tracking
informations.

The customer isn’t
debited yet

The order is
debited,you can now

process it

15 days after the order
has been shipped, it is
available for payment



Accessing orders

Clicking on any options in the My Orders menu gives you access to that dashboard.
Several search filters are available to find the order of your choosing.

To access the order’s detail, you just have to click on its reference.



Accepting orders

Each order is subject to your acceptance.

You have up to 5 calendar days to accept or reject the order, in which
case the relevant offer will be suspended. Once that deadline is passed, 
the order will automatically be refused.

You can chose to refuse part of the order by clicking on reject beside the 
product.

Warning! Rue Du Commerce may suspend your shop if the 5 days
dealdine is not held.

You can automate the acceptance of orders via API in 2 steps:

➢ The OR11 API will allow you to list the orders

➢ The OR21 API will allow you to accept or reject them.

Mirakl has provided documentation here to help you with this.

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/help/sellers/topics/Mirakl/mmp/Seller/manage_orders/accept-refuse_orders.html?tocpath=Managing%20orders%252C%20after%20sales%20and%20customer%20care%7CManaging%20orders%7C_____5


Presentation of an order

The order page gives you intuitive access to 
these informations:

1: These tabs will allow you to notify the 
shippment of the order, access its history, 
to contact the customer and access the 
documents that were uploaded for the 
order.

2: This tab gives you informations about 
the products that were ordered.

3: That tab gives you access to the 
customer’s informations (adress, phone 
number), the shipping method and the 
shipping deadline. Please note that the 
customers informations will only be visible 
after the order has been accepted.

4: You will find here details about the 
money that was collected. It will also tell 
you who collected the VAT (Rue Du 
Commerce or the seller). As a reminder, 
with the new VAT reform, marketplaces 
now have the obligation to collect the VAT 
in some cases. More details are available
on page 71.

5: That tab notify you about amount of commission for this order.



Shipping the order

There are 2 ways to notify the order as shipped :

a) Click on the Shipment tab, chose the carrier and fill in the blanks
b) Click on the Proceed to shipment button below the product, chose the carrier and fill in the blanks

Should your carrier not be in the list, chose « other » and fill in the blanks.



Shipping multiple orders

You can notify batch shipments in the dashboard by clicking on the Import Shipment confirmation file button: 

That page will allow you to upload a file with the shipping informations. A template is provided:

The carrier codes are their own name for the ones on the list:

- Colissimo - Cchezvous
- Chronopost - Cubyn
- DPD - Cainiao
- UPS - Fedex
- TNT - GLS
- Mondial Relay - DHL
- Colis Privé

Should you wish to use another carrier, you will just have to fill its
name, the package number and the tracking URL if you have one.

Importer le fichier de confirmation d’envoi


Refunds

You then have the possibility to do a full refund for a product. A 
motive will have to be notified.

Or you can chose to do a detailed refund:

In that case, you can:

• Enter a specific quantity of product, in which case the amount
will appear in the 2nd field. You can change it if needed.

• Directly specify the amount you wish to refund.

• Enter a value in the shipping costs filed if you want to refund
them independently from the reste of the order.

A motive for the refund will always have to be specified.

To refund a customer, you just need to click on the refund button.



How to communicate with the customer

To contact a customer, you will have to get in the order, click on the Messages tab and then on the Start a conversation button.
Your conversation will then be found in the messages tab.

Every conversation with the customers can also be
accessed from your inbox by clicking on My Messages 
in the menu. A tab will allow you to separate the 
unread messages from the rest.

The homepage’s KPI will also let you know if you have 
unread messages.

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/inbox/shop/threads/unread?limit=50


Notifications from the carriers and customer invoices

An encrypted email adress is automatically provided to you with each order. We invite you to 
provide it to your carrier when shipping. That way they will be able to more easily schedule
the delivery with the customer. 

Provided that a tracking has been notified, this will allow you to limit customer requests for 
this reason as much as possible.

This adress can be retrieved by clicking on the enveloppe symbol at the top of the page, or 
with the OR11 API (« customer_notification_email » field)

You can upload the customer’s invoice to the order, which makes it available directly
on their customer aread. This in turn will allow you to avoid requests from customers
or our customer service on this subject.

To do this, click on « Document » in the order, choose Upload a document > Document 
type > Invoice and select the document.

The document can also be uploaded with the OR74 API.

Attention! It is strictly forbidden to use that adress to :

• Ask for consumer review
• Do advertising
• Send transactional emails (Confirmation for the order, shipping 

notice, etc.)



Customer service on Mirakl



Messages, Incidents and Disputes

Every complaints from the customers will be adressed to your Mirakl Inbox. The number of unread messages will also be available directly on your homepage.

All messages must be answered within 2 working days. Should a message still have no answer by the 3rd working day, the complaint will be considered an incident.

Complaints with complex issues will automatically be considered as incidents.
In that situation, you will keep interacting with the customer as you would with a simple complaint. You will however be asked to provide a suitable solution for the 
customer within 8 working days. In the event that that deadline would not be held, the case will become a dispute.

An incident will also become a dispute if you have’nt answered the customer within the first 3 working days.

Please note that you can mark an incident as resolved.

In the event of a dispute, Rue Du Commerce will put you on notice to 
provide us with a suitable solution within the next working day, 
otherwise our customer service will impose one.

Every dispute will be notified to you by Mirakl and will be identified in 
My Orders > Incidents in progress

Warning! Once a solution is imposed by Rue Du Commerce, it will
not be questioned.

We would also like to point out that you can’t initiate a recovery
process from the customer without the express permission of Rue Du 
Commerce. We are the exclusive financial contact for your services 
and our customers.

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/inbox/shop/threads/unread?limit=50
https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/account/information
https://rueducommerce-dev.mirakl.net/mmp/shop/incident?limit=50


How to identify an order with an incident

How to identify an order with an incident:

You will receive a notification for every order that will be put in incident 
or in dispute. The order’s informations will be reminded there.

You can also access directly to the list of orders that are currently in 
incidents by clicking on My Orders > Incidents in progress

That page will give you access to every
orders currently in incident and their
statuses (incident, dispute and so on) and 
incidents that are closed.

https://rueducommerce-dev.mirakl.net/mmp/shop/incident?limit=50


How to manage customer reviews

Each of your customers will be offered to rate you.
That rating will not be given from Mirakl, therefore it will not be possible for you to check it from your shop.

However, you will be abble to check your rating and reviews from your merchant page, reachable by clicking on the name of your shop on the product sheet.

You will not have the possibility to answer a review.
If one of them seems unfair to you, you can contact the customer and try to find a settlement. If you do, the customer will be abble to change its rating.



If you were already present on our marketplace before our technical migration on 12/15, the old back office isn’t available anymore.

➢ Customer’s complaints will be sent to your customer service with as much informations as possible. We ask that you answer them within 48 opened hours. You can also
contact our customer service at ccgm@rueducommerce.com should you need additional informations.

➢ Should you need to contact a customer, you can send a message to scgm@rueducommerce.com with the reason of the contact and the order numbers.

➢ To notify an order as shipped, send an email to scgm@rueducommerce.com with the order number, date of the shipping and tracking informations.

➢ To refund a customer, please send an email to scgm@rueducommerce.com wit the order number and the amount to be refunded.

➢ To get invoices, please send an email to galerie.compta@rueducommerce.com

Regarding orders from the previous system

mailto:ccgm@rueducommerce.com
mailto:scgm@rueducommerce.com
mailto:scgm@rueducommerce.com
mailto:scgm@rueducommerce.com
mailto:galerie.compta@rueducommerce.com


Shop quality



Presentation of indicators and authorized thesholds

Several indicators are monitored on your shop, and most of them can be observed on the homepage of your shop.

• Acceptance rate:
You must accept at least 97% of the orders forwarded to you.

• Incident rate:
Your incident rate must not exceed 20%.

• Dispute rate:
your dispute rate must not exceed 3%

• Refund rate:
Your refund rate for reasons of stock shortage or disputes must not exceed 3%.

• Refused rate:
You must not refuse more than 3% of the orders forwarded to you.

• Auto-refused rate:
Should you not accept or reject an order for 5 days, the order is automatically refuse. Our marketplace 
does not observe that indicator in the form of a rating but we may decide to suspend your shop should that 
happen.

• Delay rate:
Your delay rate must not exceed 3%

• Acceptance time:
Your average acceptance time must not exceed 72 hours.

• Time to ship:
The time to ship is not contractually monitored, but it is a good data for you to configure your catalog
accordingly.

• Response time:
You must answer customer complaints or our messages within 2 working days.

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/mmp/shop/account/information


Possible sanctions

If your store does not meet the quality criteria set by Rue Du Commerce, we could suspend your store. 
If necessary, you would be notified by Email and the problematic indicators would be specified there.

You may contact us à any time regarding the quality of your shop by sending an email at qualite-marketplace@rueducommerce.com

Furthermore, Rue Du Commerce may decide to apply financial penalties on your store under the following conditions:

Quality problems Sanctions

Your refund rate for reasons of stock shortage or disputes exceeds
3% of your orders on a calendar month.

Payment of the shortfall resulting from the 
lack of commission for all orders canceled
above the 3% threshold

Your delay rate exceeds 3% of your orders on a calendar month. Penalty of 2% of turnover for orders
processed late (with a minimum of 500€)

More than 3% of the messages you have received in a calendar
month are left unanswered for more than 2 working days.

Fixed penalty of 500€

Your dispute rate exceeds 3% of your orders on a calendar month. Fixed penalty of 500€

Should that happen, a formal notice will be sent to you by registered mail before the penalty is applied.

mailto:qualite-marketplace@rueducommerce.com


Optimize the quality of your store: Order management

To avoid exceeding the authorized acceptance time

➢ Enable automatic acceptance and refusal of orders through the OR11 and OR21 APIs. More information here.

➢ Enable a selection of notifications in your user settings. Feel free to create a new user for this. More information about this here and here.

➢ Even if you're running on an API, log in to your store regularly to make sure everything is working properly.

To avoid stock-outs and shipping delays

➢ Make sure that the lead time to ship of your offers is sufficient.

➢ Make sure that the inventory entered for your offers is consistent.

➢ Update your offers several times a day.

➢ Don't hesitate to set a minimum quantity for your offers (Field in "settings" in case of management by form, column I in case of management by file). Once this 
quantity is reached, an email will be automatically sent by Mirakl to your users who have checked the "Stock alert" notification. This method can be useful for 
requested products with a common stock for several marketplaces.



Optimize the quality of your store: Customer service

To avoid claims

➢ Systematically enter a tracking number for the shipment.

➢ Provide the encrypted email address provided by Mirakl with the order to your carrier. This will allow them to notify the customer of their delivery progress and
schedule an appointment if necessary.

➢ Systematically upload the invoice to the order via Mirakl or via the OR74 API.

➢ If your stock is not in the European Union, remember to ensure that your shipping time is long enough to meet the delivery date announced to the customer. More 
information here.

➢ Be proactive: If there is a problem, let the customer know without waiting for them to come to you.

To respond in a timely manner

➢ Activate the notifications you are interested in in your user settings and deactivate the rest so as not to be polluted. Each notification will generate an email to the 
relevant users. Also, make sure that users activate the relevant alerts according to their role.

➢ In order to receive alerts for urgent problems (e.g. when acceptance or response times are exceeded) and not to have them fall into the mass, feel free to create a 
specific user. For example, your address vs. the customer service address.

➢ Log in to the Mirakl dashboard regularly to see if you have any pending posts.



Mirakl help portal

Mirakl also provides you with an Help portal:

https://mirakl-web.groupe-rueducommerce.fr/help/sellers/topics/home_pages/seller_home.htm
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